Historic Collection

**Accession Numbers**: A.H.1  A.H.2  A.H.3  A.H.4  
A.H.5  A.H.6  A.H.7  
A.H.8  
A.H.9  A.H.10

**Physical Description**: 1 Document box  
**By**: Anne Morgan  
**Date**: May 22, 2013

**SCOPE AND CONTENT**

This collection consists of archival material related to historic Imperial County. It includes old photographs of people and places within Imperial County and written reports on the history of the Imperial Irrigation District and the development of the Imperial Valley. All have been privately donated to the IVDM.

**PROCESSING NOTE**

The documents that make up the IVDM’s Historic collection were brought into the Imperial Valley Desert Museum from the Imperial Valley College’s temporary storage facility between January 20, 2013 and May 21, 2013. All artifacts from these collections have been placed into archival
quality folders and boxes, inventoried, relabeled, and stored in IVDM Room 114.

CATALOGING NOTE

The archival materials in this collection have been processed according to the order in which they were found. They have been given Archival Accession Numbers, the first two letters relating to the collection (Archives Historic =A.H.) the number to be in numeric order as archives are processed (ex: A.H.1, A.H.2).

Organization

This archival series is organized numerically by the given accession number of the document. Any time multiple folders are used, they are marked with the number of folders required. Ex: 1/3. Photographs, photographic negatives, field notes, etc. are organized within each accession number.

Detailed Description of Collection
Box 1       A.H.1-
            A.H.10

ACCESS AND USE

The materials in this collection may be accessed and used according to the approved guidelines outlined in the Imperial Valley Desert Museum Collection Policies.
Box List

Box 1

A.H.1-“Gus Bucher 1930”
A.H.2- “Kwaaymii Reflections on a Lost Culture”
A.H.3- “Mecca Beach, CA: Desert Beach 1949-1958”
A.H.4- “History of Imperial Valley”
A.H.5- “History of the Imperial Valley”
A.H.6- “Imperial County Railroads”
A.H.7- “Salton Sea”
A.H.8- “Cahuilla”
A.H.9- “Quechan”
A.H. 10- El Centro